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—“that thy way may be known upon earth,

thy

saving health among all nations.”

GAMBIER. OHIO, FRIDAY, MAY 31, 1833.

VOL.. III.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.

GEORGE VV. MYERS. PRINTER.
From the Christian Mirror.
INDIAN HYMN.
On the Journey of the Flat Head Indians, in 1832, to inquire of
the white men for God's Hook.
From o’er the Rocky Mountains,
Where prairies wide are spread,
Where streams from forest fountains
Flow west to ocean’s bed,
See savage men descending
To Mississippi's vale,
Their eager eyes still bending
An eastern light to hail.
For they have heard a story
Of God’s most holy book,
All full of light and glory,
On which their eyes may look:
And they, like Eastern Sages,
Who journeyed from afar,
Have travelled weary stages,
To find the Saviour’s star.

“Have you that Book from Heaven?”
These Western Wise Men say:—
“To us shall it he given,
To guide us in our way?
We’re wanderers, all our nation
Deep lost in gloomy night;
Oh, let us know salvation!
Oh, give us heaven born light!”
Yes, Red Men, here out-beaming,
God’s hook shines strong and free,
And soon its radiance gleaming
Your children’s eyes shall see :—
Soon beauteous on your mountains
Shall Gospel Heralds stand,
And soon shall Zion’s fountains
Stream gladness through your land.
Welvkllin,

MISSIONARY.
GREECE.
We have the satisfaction of placing before our readers the
following letters from one of the ladies connected with the
Greek Mission, to the Superintendent and scholars of the Sun
day school of St. James’ Church in this city Missionary Rec.
“Athens, Jan. 6th 1832.

“Dear Christian Friend,—I have received your
kind letter of the 31st of May, expressing the
interest which you and the children under your
care feel for the success of our schools, together
with their present for my children. I cannot ex
press my thanks for this remembrance of us. I
have ascertained through Mrs. Robertson, that
many of the articles with which we were enabled
I to commence our labors were bestowed by them.
These first fruits from the tender branches of our
vineyard, give us reason to hope for a plentiful har
vest. I have written to them an account of the
services of this day which I enclose. Tt was in
deed to me a very happy Christmas, for I felt that
thus far at least, the Lord had helped us, and was
Encouraged to go on, confident that He who had
brought us thus far, will not now forsake us; yet
may, in His wisdom, ordain trials for us that
’e dream not of. Still, He is our strong hold,
our rock, our help in time of need. And to Him
*e will resort—and we shall be delivered out of
all our troubles. May I hope that you will rememhst in your prayers the Missionaries in Greece?”

NO. 38.

Sunday school, and those other Sunday scholars confidence upon these measures which hare a pro
in Philadelphia, who have by their recent offerings vidential origin.
strengthened my hands and given me the earnest
Africa is too widely and sadly associated with
of their future support, I address these few lines, the history and present state of our own country,
hoping they will not be altogether uninteresting. not to have had a large share in the sympathies
“My dear young friends—I dismissed a few and solicitudes of its benevolent and pious peo
hours ago from under my roof, one hundred and ple. It holds a conspicuous place amongst the
ten little boys and girls who had assembled to re-1 fields of enterprise inspected by the Executive
peat and hear explained that portion of the Gospel Committee of the General Missionary Society of
which relates to the birth of Christ. The lesson the Protestant Episcopal Church. Many have
was the second of Luke the fifteenth verse. Our been the plans devised for the benefit of that un
school room was decorated with wreaths of myr happy country. But alas; fruitless have all our
tle, and in a conspicuous part of the room was efforts hitherto been in its behalf! The African
printed in large green letters that beautiful text, Mission school at Hartford, after all the labour ex
“Glory to God in .the highest, and on earth pended upon it, has been given up. The project
peace, good will toward men,’ so that every one ed mission to Liberia could scarcely have been
who came in might read it. We commenced our more promising than it was at one time considered;
exercises by singing the little hymn, ‘This is the but it accomplished nothing—nay, it may be said
day that Christ arose so early from the dead,’ to to have died before it had any being.
the tune Sicilian Mariner’s Ilymn. Our teacher
An humble and patient observer of the ways of
then repeated an appropriate prayer, closing with Providence, far from being discouraged at all this,
the Lord’s prayer. The first class then read those will rather be looking to ascertain what it means; and
psalms which our Church lias thought most suit what is to grow out of the dark and mysterious
able for this feast; then each one repeated a verse movements of apparently untoward providences.
of the lesson which they bad learned during the
With due deference let us ask whether the fai
week. Mr. Hill then questioned them to know if lure were not owing to improvident arrangements on
they understood, and explained all the different our part, particularly as it regards the previous
parts, and told them they ought indeed to have training of tho missionaries; whether a Mission to
great joy at this season, for Christ came to confer Africa, other than Heathen Africa would have met
upon them the greatest benefit they could receive with the support of the pious members of the
—to save them from their sins. Then be told Church, and the entire approbation of the God of
them how they must show their joy and gratitude Missions; and whether, approving our intentions,
by obeying the commands of God and following He had not observed discoveries to be unfolded
the example of our Saviour. We then sung a precisely in season, to draw forth the rallying ener
Christmas hymn to the tune of Lenox—and then, gies of the Churchin behalf of Africa?
This much is certain, that very many friends of
as in our custom, concluded by saying the Creed
which is in your own Prayer Book, and begins, ‘I the missionary cause amongst us, cannot throw their
believe in one God.’ I cannot express to you bow whole energies into the Greek Mission, because it
I felt as I passed my eye over this little assembly, is not a mission to the heathen. Others are Jess
most of whom were orphans—and beheld their arduous y engaged in favour of the Green Bay
happy faces, and their comfortable appearance; Mission than could be wished because it is so much
many of them bad clothes which our good friends an education establishment. Notwithstanding these
in America had sent to them: and earnestly did drawbacks, both of them are unquestionably, most
I pray that the Lord might bless them all, and importait fields of labor; and a vast majority of
make them the children of his grace.
Your sober Christians, who in a world like this, are con
kind offering I most gratefully accept for them, tented Io do a little good, where a gr^at deal can
and will dispose of the articles you sent as rewards not be lone, will bold themselves pledged to sus
to the children of my Infant school. May you tain tluse two important missions, most prosper
continue in the practice of giving unto the Lord. ously ©mmenced. At the same time it certainly
You will find, my dear children, that it never im remain true that a Mission to downright heathens
poverishes, but brings with it a blessing which none is mostimportant, and presents far the most urgent
can deprive you of. Among the many objects claimsupon the pious sympathies of the children
which from time to time may be presented you of Goi. I regard it, therefore, as evidently aus
as worthy of your contributions, sometimes re picious that recent discoveries in Africa appear to
member the cAi/rfren o/* Greece; and let prayers for be opeiing precisely that field of missionary enterprie to the members of our Church, which has
your Missionaries never cease to be offered."
long leen desired.
Cyprianus.
MISSION TO HEATHEN AFRICA.
We are indebted to a Rt. Rev correspondent, for the accom
panying remarks on the subject of a Mission to Africa__ Mis
sionary Record.

One who fully believes, and habitually realizes
“that all holy desires, all good counsels, and all
just works come from God,” will have no doubt as
to the source of every valuable missionary sugges
tion. It will remain true, however, that particu
lar movements may be suggested in different ways;
“Athens, (Lord's day,) Jan. 6, 1833.
some as the result of feeling and reflections; some
Feast of the Epiphany,
of observation and experiment; and others, of pro
vidential circumstances. My mind it so consti
(Christmas of the Eastern Church)
“To those dear children in St. James’ Church tuted, that it seizes with avidity, and relies with

DEATH OF KAAIILMANU.
Thideath of this distinguished Christian Princess has been
ahead mentioned. The Missionary Herald for the present
montlcontains a particular account of her last days. It will
awaka devout gratitude to the God of all grace, and a deeper
intent in the well-being of a bereaved mission and a bereav
ed piple. It is from a letter of Mr. Brigham:—Bost. Rec.

Son after the introduction of the rcinforcemci into this field, the illness of Kaahumanu begarto assume a more alarming character. She
soo appeared to give up the expectation of recotry, and calmly engaged in settling her affairs,
[ Sh called the king to her and gave him her kauo-t
/^(charge,) which is of the nature of a last will,
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She then chose to be removed from her house is prepared, send the thoughts thither with rejoic mies in saluting them, feeding, clothii^aiZ^?
7
at Honolulu, to her house where she had frequent ing.” This she said with peculiar emphasis. Soon ing for them, as we have opportunity.
ly lodged, in the beautiful, and perhaps more after, in a distressed turn, I said to her, “ This
God’s holy will requires that we let our light
healthful valley of Manoa, and was carried on her perhaps is your departure; stay yourself on Jesus; shine before men; that we live to him who diedfoi
bed upon men’s shoulders, having a covering in lie is yonr Physician, your Helper, your Saviour; us; that we watch, and pray, and fast; that w<
geniously raised over it, to shield her from the trust in him.” She signified her unchanged con- have faith in God; godly sorrow for sin; love t(
sun. She appeared to be as comfortable while jfidence; hut said to me, “Perhaps you are tired God and to our neighbors; charity that never fai.
moving gently along in this manner the distance ' of me.” “0 no,” I replied, “we wish you to stay leth, and extendeth to all men; and holiness ol
of four or five miles, as when on her couch at 'with us; in that we should rejoice; hut we think heart and life. That we he born again, and run
home. Dr. Judd and myself accompanied her. , the Lord will soon take you away from us.” She with patience and perseverance the race that is set
She halted at a charming spring about half way, said, “I will go to him, and shall he comforted.” before us. But we cannot better conclude this esand took some refreshment; appeared calm but She was quite sensible, retaining her reason till say, than by quoting the advice of a faithful pasfeeble ; seemed to be retiring voluntarily from this the last. Just before the power of speech failed, tor to one of his flock who was going into the world
in considerable distress she repeated two lines of and desired while there to keep God’s holy will.
world of care and sorrow.
From time to time as we visited her, she ex a favorite hymn,
“My dear------ .cultivate doing the religion
“ Here am I now, O Jesus,
pressed her confidence in Christ, and represented
of the heart. Let holiness to the Lord be inO smile upon me now.”
herself as having an unshaken reliance on him, as
These lines with their connection, shew how her scribed upon all you think, and say, and do. Guard
her friend and Saviour. For several days after
thoughts
were running, and the penitent, humble, against all the fashionable sins of the tongue: and
her arrival at Manoa, we cherished the hope that
believing
posture, which, with their context, they against undue compliance with what the world ap
she still would recover. She had often been ill,
proves, which though it be strictly sinful, has ne
and very ill, and the Lord had raised her up again ; exhibit.
vertheless a tendency imperceptibly and gradual
“
Now
will
I
go
to
Jesus,
and though we had many fears, we hoped he would
ly to draw the heart from God. Not only read, but
My Lord, who pitied me,
now. But her work was done, and the hour of
And at Ins feet lie prostrate,
study the word of God, not merely so as to become
her departure drew near. She bore her pains
For there I cannot die.
familiar with its contents, but so as to imbibe its
Here am I now, O Jesus,
with patience, and without murmuring; took the
spirit, a:: ’ become in all things conformed to its
O smile upon me now,
medicines prescribed for her, with promptness;
holy requirements. Labour perseveringly to do
But if for sin I perish,
manifested no anxiety about recovery, or remain
Still righteous is thy law.”
good; to reflect upon others the light you have re
ing longer in the world.
Towards the dawn of the fifth instant, (June,) ceived : and to lay all you are and have under con
She was tenderly affectionate towards her friends
perceiving
herself to he expiring, she called for tribution in the cause of God and of souls. Ina
around her, and seemed grateful for their atten
dying world live daily with such dying thoughts as,
tions. The chiefs were sent for, who all gathered me. I was quickly by her side, and as I took her
throughGod’s grace and the blessed Saviour’s atone
around her, and the house was filled with inter cold hand in mine, she turned her languid eyes
ment,will make death familiar and depriveit of every
upon
me
for
the
last
time,
and
said,
“
I
am
going
ested attendants from day to day. Dr. and Mrs.
terror. Of your religion neither make a parade
Judd and Dr. and Mrs. Chapin spent some days now;” and said no more. I returned a tender alo
nor a secret: acknowledge your opinions with mo
with her, and felt it a privilege to be near her, and ha, and hade her, “Go in peace, leaning on
desty, and learn to defend them with ability and
your
Saviour,
and
dwell
with
him
forever
—
may
to do what could be done for her. Most of the
with firmness. Are you more exposed to tempta
he
receive
your
soul;
”
—
then
gently
closed
her
missionaries, both of this station and other sta
tion in the world than in retirement? Let it stimu
tions, visited her in these trying hours. She re eyes, as her breath, fainter and fainter, ceased,
late you to greater circumspection. More observ
garded them all with great kindness. She had and she fell asleep, to awake, we trust, in Jesus,
ed by others, more carefully observe yourself, and
in
the
morning
of
the
resurrection.
built a house near her own in a grove of ohia and
The king, Nahenaena, Adams, Hoapiliwahine, watch your oivn faults of heart, and tongue, and
kukui trees for their accommodation when they
life, with all the unremitting vigilance with which
wished to breathe the pure air of the mountains. Kinau, Kekauluohe, and many others, wept over
the world notice the failings of the Christian.—
From the time Mrs. B. and myself got access to their beloved friend, as she rested from her labors
Live as a stranger on earth, hut a citizen of hea
here
below.
After
a
prayer
was
offered,
she
was
her on her sick bed, in the early part of our labors
ven. Draw your comforts from above, that your
here, and from the time she laid aside her cards, immediately removed to Honolulu much in the
peace may remain unmolested amid the storms and
and accepted of’ an elementary tract from my same manner as she had been carried to Manoa.
vicissitudes of this vale of fears. Be ever watchful
hands, she seems to have cherished a great friend
RBLIQIOVS.
against temptations: ever clad in the full panoply
ship towards me, which continued till the end. On
of the Gospel: ever ready to bear and improve your
From the Episcopal Recorder.
the third instant, Sabbath night, about midnight
allotted portion of trials. Re a devoted follower of
LOOK TO THE CONSEQUENCES.
Dr. Judd sent down to me to say he thought, her
the Lamb through good and through evil report;
dying. I hastened to Manoa, and remained there
In the baptismal covenant we have vowed to keep God’s holy will and commandments, and walk
till the fifth. She was very low, and evidently “keep God’s holy will:” and by referring to the
in the same all the days of your. life. And may
Holy Bible, we can at all times, and upon all oc
sinking.
the God of all grace keep you through faith unto
She always appeared grateful for copies of any casions, learn his will. Unless we have free ac
salvation. (AE------ .) God's holy will is, that wc
part of the Scriptures, and until she became too cess to the Bible we grope in the dark, or follow do nothing to be seen of men: that is, the motive
low to read, spent much time in reading the differ the ignis fatuus glare of vain man’s opinions, that
for our good words and actions must not be the
ent portions of the New Testament, as they were leads to the pits of destruction; hut with the Bible
desire of men’s praise. God’s holy will is, that
from time to time issued from the press since the in our hand we have the Sun of Righteousness to
we let our light shine before men, that they, seeing
gospel of Luke four years ago. Since her sick illustrate our path and guide us to heaven. And
our good works, may glorify our Heavenly Fath
ness commenced, the New Testament has been “the way-faring man, though a fool, shall not err
er; that is, that the principle which actuates and
completed in the language of the country. I has therein;” to it then let us daily resort with our
governs our hearts he the glory of God and the
tened to get an entire copy of it bonne for her children and domestics, and learn what is the will
good of man: and while we do many pious deeds
(in red morocco) by the assistance of M*. Good of the Lord.
with our right hand, of which its most intimate
rich, and sent it to her by the hand of D'. Judd.
“ Are you not afraid of breaking God’s com
companion, the left hand knows nothing, we do ma
She took the sacred volume in her hands with mandments thus, by entertaining on the Sabbath
ny' more in public for the sake of example and the
great interest, turned it over and over ti assure day, and by living to the world and not to him,”
herself of what books it contained, andthough asked a pious gentleman of a misguided lady? adorning of the doctrine of God our Saviour.—
she could no longer read, looked at it agiin and “Oh no!” she gaily (alas!) responded, “the mer But always remembring, not unto us; unto thy
again, both inside and out, pronounced it emphat cy of God is so great I am not afraid, he is not so name be all the glory, O Lord.
ically, “maitai," [excellent,] wrapped it <areful- strict as you enthusiasts would persuade us.”
From the Boston Recorder.
ly in her handkerchief, laid it upon her (rateful
“I cannot reside in this country,” said a travel
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION.
bosom, gently clasped her hands over it ad look ler in the United States; “ I must return to South
ed upward as if she bad received the pecious America—the Catholic countries for me! Here
Mr. Tracy.—Through the medium of the Re
boon as the passport to glory. Evidencesof her you all look carefully, and live as if you were for corder, I wish to call the attention of ministers and
Christian character seemed to brighten stillin this ever thinking'. you merely exist in this dull coun churches, and of all parents who feel forthesouls
furnace, and some of the foreign resident who try. But there v/elive! As soon as our daily work of their children, to the subject of Christian Edu
before had thought very lightly of her conversion is done, away we all go to the dance, and spend cation. Those who rightly view this subject will
to Christianity, now became convinced that t was our time merrily till tired nature calls for sleep. need no arguments to convince them of its impor
real and genuine. She would attend withippa- We’ve always some pleasure there.”
tance; and that it deserves a prominent place in all
rent pleasure to the reading of the Scripture, and
Now, my dear reader, if these people had made our religious papers and magazines. Though tor
to prayer, when in great distress.
the Bible the man of their counsel, they would have several years, it has occupied more of my thoughts,
On the night of the 4th, when we sat rouni her seen that the will of God is, that we should live my pen, and breath, than any other subject per
thinking that she was near her journey’s em, she sober, righteous, and godly lives; that we should taining to the welfare of our own churches and
said, (perhaps in reference to what she ha not keep holy the Sabbath day; that God’s justice will country, yet I feel utterly incompetent to write
long before heard read in the first part of th(14th punish the impenitent, though his mercy forgives upon it; because the more I think of it the more
chapter of John, and partly perhaps in refemce the penitent for Jesus’ sake; that the life of the I feel like sinking under a sense of its overwhelm
to a royal custom of Sandwich Island rulers oset- pious dead is hid with Christ in God; and that we ing importance. But if in any way I can help to
ting out on a journey when a new house was am- must not only forgive those who trespass against call attention to it, I am willing to make the effort.
pleted for them in some distant part of thei^er- us, but show that we try to remember not the forI have been accustomed to view the subject in
ritories.) “ The way that I am going—the huse 1 mer things, by being particularly kind to our ene connexion with the family circle, the Sabbath school,
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and common schools. Much is said and done to tion is commenced. The first impressions on the and the whole community would soon become in
make the Sabbath School an efficient instrument of infant mind, begin the process. But when does fidels.
ou need not till the earth to make it
Christian Education. May Heaven bless and pros it cease? Not till the soul leaves the body.__ bear thorns and briars; simply let it alone and it
per every effort to bring that system to bear on Though during the ten or fifteen first years of ex will without your aid bring forth a plentiful harvest.
the spiritual and eternal interests of the rising age. istence, the process of education is more rapid So it is with the human soul—let it alone, and it
Much is said, too, about domestic education, and than after that, and the tone given to the character will produce only evil.
about the influence of parents in forming the char more permanent yet it ceases mt till death. Dur
Let these three facts be kept in view, while I
acters of their children. The importance of this ing the intervening period from our birth to our consider the subject of Christian education in con
influence cannot be overrated; and I would give death, there is no pause—the soul is ever on its nexion with our public schools. I will resume
you my own thoughts upon it, were it not that I course to its home in eternity, and all the influ the subject in another communication.
wish at present to call the attention of your Chris ences which bear on it in its way through this world
II. c. w.
tian readers to the influence of our common schools. are helping to fix its destiny in that world to which
But before proceeding to the subject I will state it is hastening.
From the Cincinnati Journal.
two or three facts.
What do you think of education? That it con DR. BEECHER’S LECTURES ON SCEPTICISM.
sists in the formal instructions of the domestic
1. Children are born for two worlds,
The first of this interesting course of lectures
Parents and teachers should be deeply impress- circle, of the school room, or at the Sabbath School? was delivered on Sunday night to a full house; had
ed with this fact. Children have bodies and souls— Are children forming characters only when study not the weather been such as to prevent the females
they are mortal and immortal. It is deeply inter ing and reciting lessons; are their souls progres generally from turning out, it must have been
esting and affecting to look on a child, just com sing in their eternal career only when receiving crowded. The text was: ‘ Ever learning, and ne
mencing existence, and reflect through what it positive religious or irreligious instruction? That ver able to come to the knowledge of the truth
must pass in this world; to think of its relations is a narrow and most erroneous view of education 2 Tim. iii. 7.
to earth, and how sensibly it will be effected by which includes only the direct influence which pa
The lecturer defined truth; then spoke of the
those on whose care and support it is cast. To rents and teachers have on children by formal means of coming at the knowledge of truth_ con
educate children for this world and to prepare them instruction. This influence is doubtless great, and sciousness, intuition, testimony, each of which he
for the parts which they must sustain in it, does in cannot be too highly appreciated; but there is explained witli great clearness and brevity.
deed require consummate wisdom. They came an education, resulting from the influence of cir He then spoke of Scepticism, ‘as a state of mind
into being helpless and ignorant of what awaits cumstances and of all surrounding objects, which in which the constitutional grounds of certainty
them; and dependent on others to qualify them perhaps has a greater bearing on their happiness fail to produce confidence.’ Sometimes in eases
for the various situations in which they may or misery. I look on this world as the school of mental alienation, men doubt their owq existence
be placed. Consider all their relations, what room of God, where he is training up souls for or personal identity. But these are rare events.
they require to sustain their existence—the dan an eternal state. God is the great teacher and It is the field of moral government and accountabil
gers that beset them—the pains and sorrows and we are his pupils; and the heavens above us and ity over which the mist of darknesss is apt to
disappointments to which they are exposed— the earth around us are the means by which he gather, and clouds of doubt to settle down; for
their relations to the earth and to the beings that teaches. From earliest infancy we are surround here the temptation to doubt is greatly enhanc
live upon it—and say if it is not a solemn business ed by a system of influences always active, and ed. Scepticism in relation to the being, laws and
none can live in this world without receiving some government of God, and our character and rela
to train them up to Jive in this world?
But children are born for another world. They kind of education—which will have a bearing on tions to it as disclosed in the bible, constituted the
have commenced an existence that will wever end. his future destiny. We should never loose sight subjects of this lecture.
Every child has a soul that is to live—to feel—to of the fact, that children are always forming a re
The term scepticism was used in preference to
think—to enjoy or suffer forever. Their existence ligious or an irreligious character. They are con atheism, infidelity, or heresy, because less invidious,
on earth—what, is it, compared to the eternal future? stantly advancing to heaven or to hell. The idea and as marking more accurately the actual state
In duration or importance it is nothing. Viewing that their souls are stationary—that they can ex of the whole class of mind, addressed in these lec
children in their relations to this world,—do they ist in tliis world of moral and religious influences tures. For in fact, there are ft;w who positively dis
not awaken your sympathies and interest your and not be forming any character, good or evil, is believe the being of God, or the inspiration of the
feelings ? Do parents, do teachers and statesmen, opposed to God’s word and reason.
bible or its doctrines. To doubt, is commonly the
Do you suppose children can be educated as in extent of human attainment in throwing off a re
feel that it requires their utmost care and atten
tion to train up the rising age for time—to act their tellectual beings without affecting them as religious luctant responsibility to the government of God.
parts in the scenes of earth? Flow then do you beings? Is it possible to have an institution that ‘ The atheist,’ said the Doctor, ‘does not know that
feel when you view asconnected with God eternity, shall give them an intellectual education and pre there is no God, or positively disbelieve, he only
and what efforts ought to be made to prepare them pare them to live in this world, without having any does not positively believe, and doubts. The de
for the great and solemn scenes of that distant influence on their eternal existence? Tin’s would ist does not disbelieve, he only does not believe,
world ? We arc apt to view children as mere ani be possible if the process of forming that charac and doubts. Those who reject, the received doc
mated playthings, with whom we may sport and ter which is so intimately connected with the des trines of the bible, do not disbelieve them, they
trifle in our moments of relaxation from the serious tiny of their souls could be arrested. But consti- merely do not believe and doubt.’
affairs of life, but on whom it would be unworthy 1 tuted as they are, no way can be devised to develThe object of this lecture was to point out the
to bestow our serious attention. We lose sight of ope their intellectual powers without affecting their causes of scepticism.
their immortal being and of the scenes through moral and religious state. The connexion between
He remarked that the present is eminently the
Which they must pass in their future course. It the intellectual and moral man is of such a nature age of scepticism. Fagans are beginning to doubt
in respect to their religion, and so are Mohometants,
should never be forgotten that they are intimately that the one will affect the other.
Christian parents should keep this fact always Papists, and Protestants—even Sceptics themselves
connected with a future world. Parents when ca
ressing their children and delighting themselves before them. At all times and places the charac  begin to doubt whether they are not in the wrong.
When an epidemic sweeps over the whole world
with their smiles and sports, should always keep ter of the soul is forming. Do you propose to
in mind the fact that these objects ot their love give your children a Christian education in one we take it for granted that there is some universal
are the heirs of eternity; and teachers when sur place, and a literary education in another? Would cause, and on the same principle, when we witness
rounded with their pupil,?, should remember that you have one institution to educate them for eter a wide spread alienation of mind on the subjects
they are educating immortal souls; and in all our nity and another to educate them for time? The of evidence, we conclude that there is some cause
plans of education, we should never forget that different powers of the mind are so made that they of corresponding extent and potency. In this case,
the beings to be educated are connected with two will all be effected together; and while your the generic cause, without which all others would
worlds.
children are learning to read, cypher, &c. their be powerless, is the aversion of man to the respon
Is that system of education deserving the re dispositions are forming and their souls preparing sibility under which he is placed by the perfect,
eternal government of God. We are imperfect,
gard of Christians which leaves out of view the for happiness or woe.
3. Children left to themselves xvill embrace infdel and averse to reformation and punishment, and it
eternal future? Is that school worthy of patron
is because the government of God consists upon
age in which no attention is paid to the educating sentiments.
By this I mean, unless direct and powerful ef the one or the other, that we do not like to be under
°f the soul for eternity? Isay nothing against
educating children for this world; I only say this forts are made to imbue their hearts with the spir its fea'ful dominion, and are therefore tempted to
is not enough, and that system of education which it and principles of the gospel, they will imbibe aileviste fear by uncertainty and doubt.
The perversions of Christianity during the dark
doesnothing more is imperfect. In training up chil sentiments which are entirely opposed to it. You
dren, regard should be had to the interests of their need not teach children not to pray—only refuse age vhich succeeded the downfall of the Roman
’hole existence.
to teach them to pray, and that is enough. Infi empi-e, was ably alluded to, as having produced
dels need no preachers and schools and colleges lastirg prejudices against religion.
2. The process of education is alwaysgoing on.
Tie feudal system, the union of church and
By education I mean the formation of character; to propagate their principles; the only use they
and by Christian education I mean the formation have for them is, to prevent Christians from mak state, throughout all Europe, and the consequent
of character in accordance with the spirit and ing efforts to spread religion. Deprive men of doidnation of the priesthood, brought religion in
principles of the Christian religion. When does the means of learning the truth as it is in Jesus to dsrepute.
Tie revival of letters and the reformation which
this education begin? When does that character and they will become infidels of themselves, sim
Begin to form, which is to have such an influence ply by following the natural dictates of their hearts. emaieipated half Europe, produced so much light
on the final destiny of the soul? The moment Shut up our Christian temples—silence our Chris- as endered darkness visible even in the countries
B'einfant opens its eyes on this world and. begins; tian teachers—turnthe Bible and Christian instruc- whire ecclesiastical domination still prevailed.
Ve cannot attempt here any analysis of the
to receive impressions through the medium of its , tion out of our schools, and cease all active efforts
■’ens’:- ;-s character begins to form and its educa-1 to instruct our children in the ways of the Lord; Dctor’s exposition of the effects of the Frencfi
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the verse, said she, I learned it at the Sabbath the Divine character, or of the blessed system of
school. She wanted me to read it two or three redemption and salvation through the Eternal Son
times, and while I did so, she fixed her eyes in and with a sense that we are in his immediate pre
tently upon me, as if her soul did indeed “with sence, and that we speak to God and exclaim, “Our
joy draw water out of the wells of salvation.” Ma Father who art in heaven,”—then we pray. When
ry, said I, do you think you hunger and thirst af under a deep sense that we are in a ruined world,
ter righteousness? I don’t know, she replied I am that we are depraved by nature, and are sinners
afraid not. I asked her if she prayed, she said by practice, and can be saved only by mercy, and
yes, every day two or three times a day. In re forgiveness, and sanctification, and as the prodigal
ply to the question, whether she could call God hungering and thirsting for righteousness, we ap.
“father,” she said, “Some times I think I can, proach our Father, exclaiming “we have sinned
but almost always I am ashamed to.” After con agdinst heaven and in thy sight, and are no more
versing with her about half an hour, I observed worthy to be called thy children;” “we have done
her looking steadily at the Bible, which I held those things which we ought not to have done, we
nearly closed in my hand, and as I was about leav have left undone those things we ought to have
ing, “won’t you, said she be good enough to turn done, and O God, the Father, Son, and Holy
down the leaf,” (at the same time putting her fin Ghost, have mercy upon us miserable sinners,”—
ger upon the Bible, that I might direct her to the then we pray. When under a sense of our many
passage,) “I should like to know where the verse weaknesses and imperfections, of our entire de
is, though I cannot read it.” It reminded me of pendence upon God for every gift and blessing,
the words of the Psalmist, “How precious are temporal and spiritual, we speak to God, of our
thy thoughts unto me,” though she could not add wants and necessities, of our poverty and woe,
with him, “ How great is the sum of them,” for two and beg him to supply us, then we pray.
verses of scripture were all, she told me, she could
When we see impending evils around us, when
repeat, and those but very imperfectly. In our we behold the insignia of death before us, when
distribution, the present month, we observed at chastised by the wise and holy providence of God,
once that her sadness of countenance bad given and our minds loaded with the desire of being freed
place to comparative cheerfulness, and she was from the consequences of sin, both in this and the
evidently indulging the hope that she had made coming world, we kneel before the Mighty Father,
choice of Christ as her portion, though from limit not with terror of his majesty, but as children, with
ed views of the grace of God, she was fearful that full confidence in his love, and wisdom, and good
she was not accepted. After endeavoring to show ness, and power, and beg him to “deliver us from
her the fulness of the gospel provision, she seem evil,”—then we pray.
ed to feel a degree of confidence, that she could
From such illustrations, brethren, you perceive
embrace Christ as her Saviour, and wc felt that the nature of prayer; and you perceive it to con
we had new proof of the faithfulness of him who sist in having the mind, the affections and passions
said, “I am come to seek and to save that which called into exercise in a converse with God. It
was lost.”
is hence the most solemn and sublime service in
Poor Mary is fifty eight years of age, she pos which man can be engaged, and is second in inter
sesses more than ordinary intelligence, but in ear est, solemnity, and sublimity, only to that which
ly life was taught, and for many years firmly be saints made perfect render, in the visible presence
lieved, that she had no soul. When first asked of God in glory.
at a “Catechising,” who made her, she could not
From the Episcopal Watchman.
reply, for she did not know. On the last sabbath
Where is to-morrow? in another world;
I found her happy in the hope of pardoned sin.
From the New-York Evangelist.
To numbers this is certain; the reverse
Do you feel vozv Mary, as if Christ were your Sa
POOR MARY.
Is sure to none.
We were permitted to witness in the course of our viour, I askprf: “Yes, I do,” she replied. The
A few months since, I exchanged pulpits with
African Servant was read to her, and she followed
visits one pleasing instance of the operation of the
the story with the deepest interest, occasionally one of my clerical brethen. Just before the morn
Spirit of God, and, as we believe, of the power of
ing service, a stranger, apparently two or three
saving grace, in the heart of a poor colored woman. saying, “just so 1 feel.” When I read that pas
and twenty, entered the vestry, and in the name
In visiting for the first time in the month of Janu sage, “Yes, massa, me come to Christ, but me
of the chorister, requested the psalms and hymns
come
very
slow,
’
’
she
added,
“
True,
very
true
ary the cellar of a pious black woman, our atten
for the day. There was something in the deep but
of
me
”
She
seemed
to
feel
a
peculiar
sympathy
tion was attracted to an individual in a corner whose i
gentle tones of his voice, something in the glad
peculiar sadness of countenance, and dejection of for poor William in all his doubts on account of
manner indicated that her heart was the abode of the greatness of his sins, and evidently felt at the solemnity of his eye, that arrested my attention.
sorrow. She had been for some years a cripple, close, that there was a striking correspondence And there was in his manners and whole appear
not able to move except from her chair to her bed, between his feelings and her own. She takes great ance such a mixture of dignity and humility, that
and suffering, in no ordinary degree, the mingled delight in prayer, and seemed busy in endeavor I found myself, as it were, involuntarily drawn toevils of pain and deep poverty. No hope of hea ing to call to her memory fragments of hymns, wards him. During the service I observed his de
ven alleviated her sorrows, tor the truth of God which she had learned when young. In general portment. His whole attention seemed absorbed;
had never found its way to her heart, and although she said she believed her sins were pardoned, but each response was distinctly audible. This prac
two Bibles lay upon the shelf, neither she nor her sometimes she was afraid she was making people tice, so necessary in social worship, seemed to be
Christian companion could read a word. She lis think she was very good, when she was only a generally neglected by this congregration; but tew
voices were beard. In the slip with my young
tened, but with no deep interest to our conversa a great hypocrite.
These simple facts made us feel, how well adap friend, were several ladies, whom, from the deep
tion, for she seemed to feel as it there was no hope
for her. The next month, we found her more ted are some of the institutions of the present day affection with which they regarded him, I rightly
interested, read Jo her from Isaiah, “ Ho, every one to the wants of men. When shut out from the judged to be his sisters. On leaving church I made
that thirsteth,’ &c. and repeated the words of our house of (rod, the Bible itself a sealed book, bad some enquiries; and learned that he was an cnly
Saviour, “Come unto me all ye that labor aid are not the system of Tract Distribution sent some one son of poor parents, but with the prospect of spee
heavy laden and I will give you rest,” till she had ! to Mary’s cellar, who would have sought her out dy wealth opening before him, in commercial pur
and pointed her to the Saviour of sinners? I have suits, and in opposition to his commercial friends,
committed them to memory. In a subsequent visit || thought
a hundred times, said she, how remarka he had resolved to devote himself to the minis
for the purpose of supplying some of their tempo
ble it was.
try of the gospel; and was then, under the patro
ral wants, she looked animated at my first ent-ance.
It was in the Sabbath school she learned those nage of his pastor, pursuing his studies prepara
I conversed fora few moments with her pious riend
on the blessedness of the heavenly inheritance, for truths, which when recalled to her remembrance tory to entering the Theological Seminary. I was
advancing years and infirmity made her long to en by our conversation, the Holy Ghost made effect also told that he regularly devoted a portion of
ter into her rest, and then turned to Mary to in ual to her salvation. That sabbath school teacher his Sunday evenings, to the instruction of a com
quire of the welfare of her soul. “I thought,” thought perhaps he was sowing seed by the way pany of infirm and aged paupers. Finding he
said she, when you came again, I would ask y»u to side, but be will learn in heaven if not on earth, was thus to be associated with me, in the same
read me that verse about hungering and thirsting that God’s word has not returned unto him void, glorious duties, in the vineyard of the Lord of
after righteousness. I have been thinking if it but has prospered in the thing whereto he sent it. Hosts; I found my soul knit to his, and a fervent
prayer rose from my heart, that he might prove
all the time these two or three days, and the oher
NATURE OF PRAYER.
himself a workman that needeth not be ashamed.
light I woke Amanda to ask her what it was,but
We are next to turn our attention to the nature .A few days ago, I again preached to the same con
he could not quite make it out.” Without albw- of prayer. Prayer is altogether a spiritual work,
ing me a moment for conversation, she handedme and consists in a converse and communion of the gregation ; I thought of Horatio the youth who had
one Bible with an eagerness, that correspond soul with God. When in the exercise of faith we so much interested me, and turned my eyes towards
with the passage she sought. I commenced re.d- prostrate ourselves before our heavenly Father, his seat,but he was not there.—It was now occupied
ing the 5th chapter of Matt., and when I cameto with our minds loaded with the sense of the august by an elderly man, with thin grey locks, whom I
the 6th verse, her countenance brightened. Thins majesty and adorable beauty and excellence of remembered to have seen before in the gallery.—
The sarae.feuiales were there; and they were veiled

revolution. It would be impossible to give a faith
ful picture of that fine burst of eloquence. The
tyranny of the priesthood had become intolerable,
but the chains were so firmly drawn that to break
them seemed a hopeless attempt. Instead of as
sailing the corrupt ministers of religion, the assault
was made upon religion itself, upon the bible, upon
God. They were not satisfied with tearing away
that part of the structure which was unsound, but
they sapped the foundation, destroyed the whole,
and tell buried under the ruins. They pulled down
religion,morality, government, and destroyed them
selves.
Another cause of scepticism is the yigor with
which the great mass of mind moves in our coun
try. Ours is a free country, and an age of improve
ment. Men think and inquire about every thing.
They think boldly and originally. The reason why
some do not think correctly about religion is, that
they do not give it sufficient attention, nor examine
evidence as carefully as they would, if inquiring
after truth in relation to matters of pecuniary in
terest. The latter they make reality, the former
mere speculation.
The attempts to repress scepticism by authority,
give it strength. ‘It is not the plan of Heaven,’
said the Doctor, ‘that truths which lie within the
sphere of evidence should be taken upon trust.
Acquisition by investigating is a part of the mind's
everlasting employment and blessedness. Men
ought to think for themselves, as really as they
ought to eat for themselves.’
These are few of the points comprised in this
masterly performance. It is impossible, however,
to do justice to the subject within the limits of a
newspaper notice, because Dr. Beecher’s close
ness of argument and conciseness of style is such,
that it is impossible to abridge his discourse with
out omitting some valuable thoughts. Those who
wish to investigate the grounds of their own dis
belief, should bear him.
The causes of Scepticism will be continued in
the next lecture.
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the habiliments of mourning. In ray sermon I of such a language as he learned from our com- j| without regular physical exercise. The want of it
spoke of domestic duties, and domestic serrows; I mon translation of the Scriptures, has produced produces also a feebleness of will which is as fatal
my eye sought instinctively the family of Horatio, j some of the most admirable specimens in exist
to moral attainment as it is to intellectual pro
and the tears were moistening the face of the old ence of the homely power and familiar beauty of gress.
Pres. Wayland, Brown University.
man; the father, I knew he must be, the bereaved the English tongue. There are passages even in
“ We do not need a physician to tell us that
father, I feared, of my young friend. I soon found the ‘Grace Abounding,’ which, for homely fer dulness and inefficiency of mind are the sure re
I had judged rightly; that this youth, having just vidness and power of expression, might be placed sults of the neglect of exercise, or that brilliancv
attained his twentieth year, the pride and the idol side by side with any thing in the most admired of thought are the natural fruits of activity.”-!
«f his parents and sisters, the hope of the church authors, and not suffer in the comparison. As long Am. Jour, of Education.
militant had been indeed called to join his family in as the Bible in its present translation, is the pro
“A well formed and exercised body is precise
Paradise: had been summoned to the performance perty of all who read English, while the Pilgrims ly what ensures the proper performance of the
of higher duties in the church triumphant. “ Ah,” Progress is the book of the people, and the merit mental functions.”—Salzman.
said a friend, in narrating the circumstance of his of Shakespeare rightly appreciated, we need not
death, “his was an enviable situation; I would fear any great corruption in the English tongue.—
COLLEGES.
have given worlds to have been in his place, so N. Am. Review.
Dr. Lindsey, President of Nashville college says;
calmly and delightfully did he take his leave of
‘It is no uncommon thing, in our country, for men
From the Report of the Manual Labor Society.
all earthly things. There was nothing at all, in
of considerable influence to boast that they have
this scene calculated to inspire that terror and dis INFLUENCE OF PHYSICAL CULTURE ON THE never seen the inside of a college—that like Frank
tress, which we are apt to associate with the death
INTELLECT.
lin and Washington, they have advanced in knowl
bed, even of the Christian. On the contrary a
“The advantages of exercise are not confined edge and reputation by their own unassisted efforts;
holy calm was diffused through the minds of all to the body. It refreshes the intellectual powers, and consequently, that colleges are good for no
present. We seemed to stand on the very threJt- and gives to them a spirit and sprightliness which thing, or at least best fitted only for the training
liold of heaven, and forget our irreparable loss in can he derived from no other source.”—Disorders of drones and blockheads. Now besides the ex
contemplating the glorious destiny of our happy of Literary Men.
treme modesty of recording their own names upboy. Thesublimity ot another world invested our
“Deficiency of exercise mainly contributes to pon the same tablets with Franklin or Washington,
feelings and hopes, and left an impression, which that languor of mind and body, timidity, &c., they might be reminded that those truly great men
is indescribable, but can never be forgotten.”
which distinguish the sedentary citizen from the never uttered such a boast, and never decried such
The distress of the poor people, who had been laborious peasant.”—Dr. James Johnson, London. institutions. Franklin was the father of the Uni
accustomed to listen to his instructions was quite
“A disordered stomach extinguishes thefame of versity of Pennsylvania, and Washington endowed
affecting. Their sobs and tears told how they genius."—Kotzebue.
a college in his native state. No man, therefore,
loved him. ‘He was always so kind,’ said they,
will ever give any very convicting evidence that he
“A well formed and healthy condition of the
‘speaking to each one—finding our places,—we,
resembles Franklin or Washington, by a supercil
material
organs
is
as
essential
to
correct
and
pow

long tottering on the verge of the grave, little
ious affectation of contempt for colleges; or by
thought he would be laid in it before us! Our par erful mental action, as a sound state of the eye a narrow, invidious, systematic malignant hostility
and ear for seeing and hearing.”—Dr. Brigham's towards them.”
ish may well mourn. He was a faithful teacher
inhis Sunday School,alwaysat his post; the young “Influence of Mental Cultivation on Health."
“The Cultivation of the mind suffers, unless
POPERY.
est of the flock that surrounded her altar; I be
lieve I might say, the only young, male communi physical improvement accompanies it step by step.
The English Trappist Monks, late ot Mellcray
cant who was baptized and educated within fold.” If we exercise the body, it will become strong and Abbey, in Brittany, have issued in London a print
This is no fancy sketch and the half is not told.— active. In this state it will invigorate the mind: ed appeal for relief. The arguments by which the
The disinterestedness,the untiring zeal, the self-de it will render it manly, energetic, indefatigable, appeal is enforced are, “1. We celebrate every
nial, the sacrifice of personal indulgence, and the firm, and courageous.”—Prof. Salzman, Germany. day the Holy Sacrifice for our benefactors; 2. A
“The soundness of the understanding depends memento is made for them at every private mass;
noble resolution exhibited in Horatio’s life, form
a portrait too bright for my pen to delineate.— much on the bodily powers.”—Disorders of Lite 3. We pray for them at the midnight office, and at
Who among our youth will follow his glorious ex rary Men.
the canonical hours of the day; 4. The communi
“Long bodily inaction will deprive the mental ty make a general communion for them on the first
ample? Who will come forward, to fill the vacan
cy occasioned by his departure? Who will re faculties of their purity and energy.****** Regu Thursday of every month; 5. They partake of eve
nounce the pomp and glory of this world, and the lar exercise will invigorate the understanding, and ry good and penitential ivork of the community: 6.
pleasure of acquiring its riches, to become the encourage pure and elevated sentiment.”—Dr. They are prayed for after meals; 7. They are pray
humble hera'd of the cross, proclaiming salvation Harris' Oration before the Philadelphia Medical ed for when we are informed of their illness; 8.
through a crucified Saviour, to those who are per Society.
At the death of any benefactor, prayers are offered
“It is wonderful how much the mind is enliven for the deceased—every priest makes three memen
ishing around him.
A.
ed by the motion and exercise of the body.”—Pli tos—every lay member offers a communion, and
BUNYAN’S DICTION.
ny, Epistles, 1, 6.
recites, the seven penitential psalms; 9. A de proOf the best part of our language, Bunyan was
“Take care of the health of body; for without fuudis is recited every afternoon by the communi
a master: he became so in the study of the Bible. it, the mind can accomplish nothing.”—Cicero.
ty assembled, for the deceased benefactors; and,
It was his book of all learning; for years he stu
“Were the exercise of the body attended to in 10. Every special benefactor shall be associated
died it as for his life. No bewildered mariner, in a corresponding degree with that of the mind, to the prayers and good wor’is of our whole society."
a crazy bark, on an unknown sea, amidst sunken men of great learning would be more healthy and
What must be the condition of the Roman Cath
reefs and dangerous shallows, ever pondered his vigorous, of more general talents, of ampler prac olic communion in less enlightened countries, when
chart with half the earnestness. It was as if life tical knowledge, more happy in their domestic even in the metropolis of the British empire, sur
or death depended on every time he opened it, lives, more enterprising and more attached to rounded on all sides with the light of Protestant
and every line he read. ‘The Scriptures were their duties as men. In fine it may with propri ism, such an appeal is gravely issued?—Christian
wonderful things’ to him. The fear of ‘those ety be said, that the highest refinement of the Observer.
sentences that stood against me, as sometimes I mind, without improvement of the body, can ne
thought they every one did,—made me, with care ver present any thing more than half a human
The life of God in us consists in conformity to
ful heart and watchful eye, with great fearfulness, being.
*****
Christ; nor is the Holy Spirit, as the principal and
to turn over every leaf, and with much diligence,
“At every stage of life, the influence of phy efficient cause of it given to us for any other end
mixed with trembling, to consider every sentence sical education is experienced in an increased but to unite us to Him and make us like him!
with its natural force and latitude.’ Now would amount of health and cheerfulness, a better de Wherefore the original gospel duty, which ani
he ‘leap into the bosom of that promise, that yet veloped and more symmetrical form of body, and mates and rectifies all other, is a desirn for con
he feared did shut its heart against him. Now an increase of capacity for mental exertion."
formity to Christ in all the gracious principles and
also I would labor to take the word as God hath
“That genius is comparatively lost to the world qualifications of his holy soul, wherein the image
laid it down, without restraining the natural force which is not sustained by a sound body. It per of God in him consists. His meekness, lowliness
of mind, condescension unto all sorts of per
•f one syllable thereof. Oh I what did I now see ishes in its own fire.”—journal of Health.
■n that blessed sixth of John, “and him that
“A well regulated system of exercise would sons, his love and kindness to mankind, his readi
comes to me, I will in nowise cast out.”—Oh, many augment and strengthen all the powers of intellect; ness to do good to all, with patience and forbear
apull hath my heart had with Satan for that bles- would render it active, clear and discriminating, ance, are continually set before us in his example.
sedsixth of John!—A word! a word! to lean a wea and greatly increase the capacity of acquiring know With respect unto' them it is required that the
ry soul upon, that it might not sink forever! ’twas ledge, and at the same time impart a spirit of en same mind be in us that was in Christ Jesus, and
that I hunted for! Yea, often, when I have been terprise, energy, and decision of character, indis- that we walk in love, as he also loved us.—Owen.
making to the promise, I have seen as if the Lord pensible to lofty designs, or great achievements.”
God’s creating power drew the world out of no
would refuse my soul forever: It was often as if —Prof. Sewall, Med. Col. Washington, D. C.
I Had run upon the pikes, and as if the Lord had
“A judicious combination of physical and men thing, but his converting power frames the new
thrust at me, to keep me from him, as with a flatti tal labor in our literary institutions would tend to creature out of something worse than nothing.—
ng sword!
strengthen and improve the intellect of the stu What power must that be which can stop the tjde
Here is the secret of his knowledge of th
dents, as well as to preserve their bodily health.’ of the sea and make it suddenly recoil back ?—
What a vast power must that be that can change
“‘C; and his intense study of the Bible is th
Chancellor Walworth, Albany, N. Y.
crel of the purity of his English style. Th<
“No man can have either high intellectual ac a black cloud into a glorious sun? This and
'orof
pOet’s go^ acting through the me
tion, or definite control over his mental faculties, more doth God do in conversion; he doth not on-
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ly take smooth pieces of the softest matter, but
the ruggedest timber, full of knots, to plane, and
show his strength and art upon. It is not so great
a work to raise many thousands killed in battle as
to gospelize one dead soul.—Ciiarnock.
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Notice to Sunday Schools—The annual meeting of the
Board of Managers of the “Episcopal Sunday School Union”
will be held in New-York on the 27th June next. It is desi
rable that as full a report as possible may be made to them of
the schools in connection with our Diocesan Sunday School
Society. The Secretaries or Superintendents of such schools
are therefore requested without delay to forward to the Secre
tary at this place, the Rev. William Sparrow, a particular
statement of the numbers and condition of their respective
schools.
Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society.—Thefriends
of the Missionary cause will rejoice at the account published
in this day’s paper of the meeting recently held in Philadel
phia. The first names of our Church were there to advocate
and support the efficient measures proposed. We call the es
pecial attention of our readers to the concluding resolutions,
which had unanimously passed the Board of Directors, and
received the cordial concurrence of the present meeting.—
The one, having reference to our own Diocese, and other
needy portions of the West, should excite our gratitude, and
s timulate all our destitute parishes to prove themselves worthy
of assistance, by resolute and immediate efforts to help them
selves.

Protestant Episcopal Pulpit.—The number for April
has just reached us, containing a sermon from the Rev. Tho
mas Pync, A. M., recently from England and now Rector of
St. John’s Church, Philadelphia. The title of the discourse
is the “ Recognition of the Divine Mercies.” It was preached
in Brooklyn on the day of public thanksgiving for the remov
al of that fearful pestilence which seems to be again approach
ing us.— It is a chaste and forcible exhibition of the obliga
tions to gratitude, which the common as well us particular
mercits of Gon should make us feel. We have room for but
one or two extracts. The first relates to the condescension
and goodness of Gon in noticing and blessing a being so insig
nificant and vile as fallen man.
When recalling our thoughts from the tilings of the world,
which so constantly attract our attention and so greatly deceive
our hearts, we endeavor to reflect on the mercies of God, we
know not where to begin, nor where to end! If we turn our
eyes to the countless worlds which the night reveals to us, or
think of the myriads of creatures who every moment depend
on the hand of God, well may we exclaim with the astonished
and enraptured Psalmist, even in reference to the whole human
race, “ What is man, that thou art mindi'u, of him, or the son
of man, that thou visitest him!” (Ps. viii. 4.) Yes, breth
ren, we shall not deem amiss, when .contemplating the majes
ty of 11 im in whom it is a condescension to “behold the things
which are in heaven and in the earth,” we suppose that the
constant worship before the throne had not been interrupted,
per the glory ol Jehovah’s diadem been dimmed, had man
never been created, or, being created, bad, like the ephemera,
flitted through his short summer day of life, and lain down
in oblivion! If then, millions upon millions of their suc
cessive generations have been so insignificant before the Al
mighty;—if even man the righteous, man the unfallen, be of
so little importance amidst the excellencies of an adoring uni
verse;—what shall we say of God’s compassion to man the sin
ner, man the perverse, the rebel, the ingrate?—what, turning
away our thoughts from the mass to the individual; from man
kind as stretched over their litany countries, and divided by
their many customs, to ourselves, as single pebbles, as it were,
upon the vast line of shore’ Do we wonder at a prophet’s
exclamation while dwelling upon this precise point, “ Oh how
precious are thy thoughts to me-ward, how great is the sum of
them!” Must we not enter into the burst of rapture of an
apostle, “Ob the depth of the riches both of the wisdom and
knowledge of God!”
The following, contrasting spiritual with temporal mercies,
is striking and beautiful, and must close our extracts from this
discourse.
But what has been said pertains alone to the mercies receiv
ed in the present life, upon which even (in their extent and excel
lency) I feel I have only touched, and must leave it to your own
hearts to complete the meditation. But all these, he it remem
bered, are but means, they are not final blessings: they are not
the objects, properly speaking, of God’s dealings with man :
they are as it were, hut so many steps of pearl, and beryl, and
amethyst, and topaz, leading to the brilliant throne of salvation,
the ineffable glory and dignity to which our Almighty Parent
would exalt his children. Yes, brethren, temporal blessings
are excellent, they evidence their origin; they are extensive; [
“there is neither speech nor language where their voice is not
heard! but they are as nothing compared with those riches
of grace, that perfection of happiness, which God has reserved
/or returning sinners, and which he otters to them in the incar-

nation of his Son, and the fellowship of his Spirit. You may which is felt among Christians for the spread of U,e Gospel. a
breathe the gales of spring, but the spring passes. You may prospect of the field which lies before it, is well calculated to
bask in the fostering sun, but the sun descends. You may pluck excite a much greater interest in the cause of missions thin
earth’s most delicious fruits, but their bloom is soon lost, their has ever yet been evinced, and to induce to more devour
J'ultl
taste corrupted. “ The world passeth away and the things self-denying labor.”
thereof, but, salvation abideth for ever.” The only change
The following resolution was adopted on motion of the Re,
it experiences is an augmentation of unutterable bliss. It is J. P. K. Henshaw, D. D.,of Baltimore:
well for us to take our range over temporal mercies, it is well
“ Resolved, That the command of the Lord Jesus Christ, ad
to soar aloft on the wings of meditation, that we may behold dressed to his Church, ‘Go teach all nations,’ imposes an ob
more and more the prospects of earth’s comforts, and the exu ligation upon the Church to sustain by their prayers, their
berance of Goo’s benevolence; but, would we seek security efforts, and their pecuniary contributions, the Domestic and
as well as pleasure; would we contemplate the fulness of joy Foreign Missionary Society in all the departments of its misas well as the streams of goodness, we must betake ourselves i sionary operations.”
to the rock Christ, rising amid the unfathomable surge of in- 1
The Rev. J. W. James, of this city, then moved the follow
finitude; we must make the Saviour’s bosom our home; the ing, which was adopted:
truths of eternity our repose; and, therefore, did the devout j “ Resolved, That the calls made on the Domestic and For
of Israel employ the elevated language of the text, “ Praise ‘ eign Missionary Society from the north, from the south, and
waiteth for thee in Zion, and unto thee shall the vow be per- j from the west, by members of our communion, in states re
cently risen and rapidly increasing in importance, impose upon
formed.”
The other sermon in this number is addressed to the young* ; the Churches a solemn obligation to extend to them their fos
tering care.”
and is furnished by the Rev. II. Croswell of New-Haven.— , On motion of the Rev. James Milnor, D. D., of N. Y.,
We have not yet found time to peruse it.
it was
“Resolved, That the Education of Indian children in the
principles and duties of the Gospel of Jesus Christ, is a work
OBITUARY.
We have the melancholy duty to record the death of well calculated to enlist the affections of all who by faith can
the Rev. Samuel Johnston of Cincinnati. He died very anticipate the glorious results which may he expected to fol
low, and to secure the liberal patronage of Episcopalians for
suddenly on the evening of the 22d inst. after an illness the Green Bay Mission.”
of about 12 hours.
lie fell a victim to that mysterious
The series of resolutions was concluded by the following
scourge, the Asiatic Cholera, which is now prevailing to some ' from the Rev. Wm. Jackson, of N. Y.:
Resolved, That the Missionary enterprise is peculiarly in
extent in Cincinnati. The following particulars are contained
cumbent on the Protestant Episcopal Church, and in the opin
in a letter to the editor, and are all that* we are at present able ion of this meeting it is the duty of our Sjciety to prosecute
to furnish. Few as they are, they denote a state of mind ! the course of education and religious instruction which it has
habitually prepared for the Master’s summons, and relying for so successfully commenced in Greece.”
We regret our inability at present to present a sketch of the
acceptance solely on His merits and atonement.
remarks by which these resolutions were supported. We must
pass dll to the subject which occupied the attention of the
Cincinnati, Mir 22d, 1833, 7 o'clock, P. M.
Dear Brother,—1 seize a moment to say that Brother John meeting after their adoption, and which must be considered as
the most important, perhaps, in the whole history of our Mis
ston is now dying. He was taken this morning about breakfast sionary proceedings.
time with decided symptoms of that mysterious and dreadful
We refer to a Report made by a Committee to the Board
disease, Asiatic Cholera. There is not much of it at present of directors, on the expediency of extending the Society's opera
tions.
This, with the accompanying resolu’ions, was unani
in our city, though from the fearful extent to which it is ra
mously adopted by the Board, and directed to he read to the
ging in the country below us, we have great reason to believe meeting on Wednesday evening. This duty was performed
that it will continue to increase among us. Br. Johnston’s by the lit. Rev. Bishop Doane, who concluded the meeting
sufferings are great; his pulse is gone at the wrist, and in the by an appropriate mid eloquent appeal in support of the course
temples. His pain is such and other distressing symptoms, adopted by the Board. We shall say nothing at present of
the important views presented in the body of the Report, but
that it isalmost impossible for him to fix his thoughts. The mer conclude our hasty notice with its concluding resolutions, tho
ciful Lord grant that you may never have the trial of watch substance of which, as nearly as we can remember, is as fol
ing over poor human nature sinking under this withering, ap lows :
1. Resolved, That twenty additional Missionaries be em
palling scourge!
ployed by the Society at the discretion of the Executive Com
20 min. past 9 o'clock, P. M.
mittee
and with the consent of the respective Ecclesiastical
The last solemn scene took place just one hour ago. lie,
authorities, in the Dioceses of Maine, Michigan, Ohio, Ken
appeared to have his mind till within half an hour of the close. tucky, Tennessee, the South Western Diocese, and such other
His last words to me were, “ Is it not almost over with me? states and territories as arc not organized into Dioceses.
2. Resolved, That it be recommended to the Executive
I have no.merit of my own—I want to be washed in the blood
of the Lamb—to lie low at the foot of the Cross—to have peace Committee to send, as soon as suitable persons may offer, two
Missionaries to the colony of Liberia on the coast of Africa.
and joy in the Holy Ghost.” I spoke of the “ hope that mak3. Resolved, That a Committee be appointed to inquire in
eth not ashamed.” Herepeated'my last words with exceeding to the expediency of appointing Missionaries to enter Africa
energy, adding “it’s a great thing to die!” Ilis poor be from other quarters.
4s Resolved, That under a deep sense of the destitute con
reaved wife bears it much better than could be expected, con
dition of our own country and of Africa, it is the duty of the
sidering the unexpectedness of the blow.
*
*
*
Church to sustain the Board of Directors in their determina
tion to extend the operations of the Society.

__

RRIiiaiOUj IITTBLIilGBUCB.

Domestic ani» Foreign Missionary Society.—The pre
sent week will form an important era in the history of this in
stitution. The meeting of the Board of Directors, which was
held on Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday, has been attend
ed with an unusual degree of interest, and resulted in meas
ures of the most important character. An impulse has been
given to the Missionary zeal of our Church, which will, we
trust, be soon felt in its remotest borders.
The Sermon before the Board of Directors was preached
on Tuesday evening, in St. Stephen’s Church, by the Rev,
Dr. Wyatt, of Baltimore. It was from Acts xviii. 17.
“And Gallio cared for none of those things.” The subject
was the duty of our Church to aid in extending the Gospel
throughout the world and the censurable indifference of many
of its members to the performance of this duty.
The Missionary meeting on Wednesday evening was one
of the most interesting which we have ever had the pleasure
to attend. The weather was unfavorable, and yet the Church
was well filled and by a congregation who appeared to be deep
ly interested in the exercises. The speakers brought to the
cause which they advocated a weight of influence and a degree
of zeal and ability which could not fail to stimulate the zeal
ous, to rouse the lukewarm, and to win oyer, if possible, the
opponents of Missions.
The chair, in the absence of the President, was taken by the
Right Rev. II. U. Onderdonk, who opened the meeting by
prayer. Bishop White attended subsequently, and presided
during the remainder of the evening.
An abstract of the Report of the Board of Directors was
then read by the Secretary, the particulars of which we can
not now notice, and which we the less regret as it will be pub
lished in due time. The net amount of receipts for the last
year was stated to be nearly £20,000, being an excess of more
than £-1,000 over the receipts of the year preceding.
The first resolution adopted was proposed by the Rev. The
odore Epson, of Lowell, and was as follows:
“Resolved, That while a review of the past operations of the
Society affords gratifying evidence of the growing interest

From the Publications of other Societies.
We have frequently been requested by correspondents to
acquaint them, through the medium of the “ Missionary Re
cord,” with the operations of other Societies similar to our
own. It will afford us pleasure to gratify our readers in re
gard to this matter, so far as we find it practicable and expe
dient.
As the first step in the work, we shall furnish them with a
catalogue of the different Missionary Institutions in Europe
and America, together with a summary of their efforts.
We commence this undertaking in the present number with
an abstract of the Missions of the “United Brethren, pre
pared in 1832 by the Editor of the Missionary Herald, from
the publications of the “Brethren.”—Missionary Record.
I. Greenland.—-Commenced 1783.—Four Settlements.—
New Herrnhut, Lichtenfels, Lichtenau, and Fredericksthal,
—- Twenty-three Missionaries.— Converts—1,750 Greenlanders.
The slate of the Mission was encouraging, and the two
southern settlements had received an accession of numbers
from among the heathen.
II. Labrador.—1770---- Four Settlements.—Nain, Hopedale, Okkak, and Hebron.— Twenty-right Missionaries.—Co
verts.— 806 Esquimaux,
The establishment of a new station, called Hebron, ha’been
greatly assisted by the brethren's society for the furtherance
of the’ Gospel in London, who have kindly sent materials tor
erecting the necessary buildings. A desirable opportunity of
hearing the Gospel is hereby afforded to the northern Esqui
maux, of which we pray that they may be disposed to aval
themselves, as their southern brethren have done.
III. North America—1731 — Three Settlements.—Sex
Fairfield, in Upper Canada; Spring-1’lace, end Oochgeology,
Cherokee nation.— Ten Missionaries. — Converts.—About
Indians, chiefly Delawares and Cherokees, and a few negroes.
The congregation of believing Delawares, in Upper Cana
da, consisting of not quite 300 persons, is diligently attended
by the missionaries, whose labors have been productive ot re
newed fruit. The same may be said of the mission among
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the Cherokees, notwithstanding the many difficulties with , same period, in promoting the ttmderance cause in this secvhieb it is encompassed, owing to the political state of the , tion of the country. It next alludes to the simultaneous
country.
I meetings in Great Britain and the United States, held in eve| flV. South America.—1735__ One Settlement—Parama- ! ry town and hamlet on the 26th of February last, and the
ri5o Fourteen Missionaries.— Converts.—2,723 negroes.
great good that would probably flow from them. A justly
V. Danish W. Indies__ 1732___ Seven Settlements, or Sta- merited notice was introduced of the order of the 5th of No
rton,. New Herrnhut and Niesky, in St. Thomas; Friedens- j vember last, issued by the Secretary of War for the suppresbcrg, Friedensthal, and Friedensfield, in St. Croix; Bethany sion of the use of ardent spirits by the troops belonging to the
and Emmaus, in St. Jan.—Thirty-eight Missionaries.— Con- United States. This noble act, says the report, will cause the
rerts_ About 9,646, negroes.
■ name of the Secretary who gave the order, to be handed down
The seven congregations of believing negroes in the Da- ' with glory to posterity. It next mentioned an opinion exnish West India Islands have continued to enjoy outward peace pressed by the late Thomas Jet’erson. That statesman told a
and many spiritual blessings from the Lord's hand; and, at friend, that drunkenness had done more injury to the public
Friedensthal, a new mission-house is in course of erection.
: morals than all other sins combined, and that could a test be
VI. British West Indies.—(Jamaica.—1751.)—Six Sta- allowed to the candidates for office it should be—“does he
dons__ Fairfield, New Eden, Irwin-Hill, New Carmel, New I drink ardent spirits?”
The report next glanced at the formation of Ward Societies
Fulneck, Mesopotamia—Sixteen Missionaries.—Converts.—
in October last. The ward associations appointed Visiting
About 4,100 negroes.
(Antigua.—1756.)—Fiee Stations.—St. John’s, Grace- Committees, whose duty it vas to visit each family in their
Ilill, Grace-Bay, Cedar Ilall, and Newfield—Twenty-four respective districts, and to report by the 26th of February__
Reports were at that period made, when it appeared that from
Missionaries.— Converts.—15,087 negroes.
(Barbadoes__ 1765.)—Two Stations___ Sharon and Mount 15 to 18,000 had become members of the temperance cause in
this city.
Tabor.—Six Missionaries. — Converts.—915 negroes.
Early in February, the Secretary visited the Federal City,
(St. Kitt’s__ 1775.)—Two Stations—Basseterre and Be
and while there he received marked attention from the mem
thesda.— Ten Missionaries. — Converts__ 5,026 negroes.
(Tobago.—1790—renewed 1826.)—One Station.—Mont bers of both houses of Congress. He was invited to speak in
the hall of the House of Representatives, and subsequently
gomery.—Four Missionaries__ Converts.—572 negroes.
The missionaries bestow much attention on the work of, formed a Congressional Temperance Society.
Massachusetts had done much in the great cause: Her Le
negro education; and the schools increase in number and use
fulness. In Jamaica, a new settlement has been begun in St. gislative Chambers had been thrown open to the Agent of this
Elizabeth’s parish, called New Fulnec; and the mission at Society, and a Temperance Society had been formed, over
Mesopotamia, in Westmoreland, has been renewed. In An which the Governor of the State now presides.
The Secretary here mentioned many facts which had come
tigua, there are five settlements; at St. John’s, the spiritual
charge of nearly 7,000 negroes is attended with much labor to his knowledge of the happy effects resulting from persons
and not a few difficulties, arising from various causes. In St. becoming members of this Society. The poor man had be
Kitt’s and Barbadoes, the meetings in the Church and schools come, by industry, comparatively rich—lie that could not pro
are well attended. In the Island of Tobago, where a mission cure bread for his perishing children, had now enough and to
was renewed three years ago, from 500 to 600 negroes attend spare. The wife who had been driven almost to despair, had
been made joyous, and the family, which for years had forgot
the brethren’s ministry.
VII. South Africa__ 1736___After being relinquished ten the law of the Lord—“ Thou shalt keep holy the Sabbath
for nearly fifty yeais, the mission was renewed in 1792—Six day”—had returned from the error of their ways; and they
Settlements----- Gnadenthal, Groenekloof, Enon, Ilemel-en- were seen going up to the house of the Lord together.
The report next noticed the number of deaths by the Cho
Aarde, Elim, and Shiloh (on the Klipplaat.)
Thirty-six Missionaries.— Converts.—2,132, chiefly Hotten lera, and though it admitted that many virtuous and valuable
persons bad been carried off by that dire malady, yet it stated,
tots, a few Caff res, and Tamhqokies.
Here are six settlements. The missionaries are diligently that a vast proportion of those who had died were given to
employed, and God’s grace prevails among them and their drinking, and in most cases, they were hard drinkers.
The report mentioned also the difficulties the society has
congregations. At Gnadenthal, the schools flourish more and
more. At Hemel-en-Arde, the labor of the missionaries is had to contend with. . Among them were the moderate drink
not in vain. At Elim, the number of converts, as well as of ers—some of whom had, however, now become the most ac
residents, is on the increase. The mission among the Tain- tive friends of the Tiinperanee cause.
Secondly, Church Members, and in some cases even Min
bookies, at Shiloh, affords the means of instruction to many
savages of different tribes; and numbered one hundred and isters themselves, not fully advocating the cause; but a bright
thirteen inhabitants at the close of the year, whose spiritual er day had dawned, and a mighty effort was now making, both
and temporal welfare the brethren seek to promote by every in this country and in England.
After Mr. Edwards had concluded, Mr. Delavan, of Al
possible means.
Total.—7 missions, 41 stations, 209 missionaries, ninl about bany, moved the following resolutions:
Resolved, That the extracts from the Report just read be
43,600 converts.
printed, under the direction of the Executive Committee.
Gerrit Smith, Esq. of Peterborough, was then introduced
American Tract Society.—This Society met on the 8th.
S. V. S. Wilder presidek. The circulation of the year was up to the meeting who moved a resolution, in substance, that the
wards of three millions and a half of Tracts.
Receipts manufacture and sale of ardent spirits are a violation of the
$62,000. Expenses the same. The whole number of the fundamental principles of our political economy. The reso
Society’s publications is 648. 35 were added last year, in lution was ably supported by the speaker in a speech of up
cluding two in Portuguese, in eight in German. 75,000 co wards of one hour. As we ure in hopes of procuring a copy
pies of the Christian Almanac, for 1833, were printed. The for publication, we shall not attempt a sketch at this time.
whole number of auxiliaries is one thousand; 115 were added This gentleman was followed by,
President Fisk, of Middletown, Ct. who offered a resolu
last year. Those who moved and seconded resolutions at this
meeting were Messrs. Livingston, Edson, Chickering, Miller, tion deprecating the sale of ardent spirits either by wholesale
Stone, Hartman, Frelingluiysen, Ludlow, Milnor, Cone, or retail, and in a speech of some thirty minutes, shewed, in
an impressive manner, the great impropriety of those who
Smith, Cuylerand Perkins__ (S’. ,S\ Journal.
were professors of religion, selling this deadly poison to their
fellow beings, either by a small dram, or the gallon, or cask.
American Bible Society.—This Society held its seven The remarks of this gentleman were argumentative and for
teenth anniversary on the 9th inst. John Cotton Smith, pre cible, and we have no doubt will produce good effects. We
sident. Fourteen auxiliaries were added last year, making hope to be able to present a sketch of it likewise hereafter to
the whole number 602. Receipts $84,935, of which $37,000 our readers.—Com. Adv.
were in payment for books. The issue of last year was as folJows (in round numbers.)
English Bibles, 35,000
Temperance on Rail-roads.—A friend in Boston directs our
English New Testaments 52,000
french
"
250
French
218 attention to the following interesting evidence of the progress
u
Spanish “
468
Spanish
637 of the temperance reformation from the Temperance Journal.
tf
German “
We congratulate the public that such men as Richard Hale
676
German
293
(C
Welsh
78
Welsh
432 and Jonathan Crane are contractors on our rail-roads. The
Dutch
«
«
33
Dutch
46 former of these gentlemen took an important contract on the
Besides these there were a few in Irish, Gaelic, and Indian, Lowell rail road in the fall, and through the winter and spring
making in all 91,618, and the aggregate since the institution months has employed near thirty men. constantly exposed to
the weather, giving them no other drink than pure water. His
of the Society, 1,533,668.
The modern Greek New Testament is prepared, and the hands (mostly foreigners) have enjoyed better health, and
performed more labour than any men who drink rum. Mr.
stereotype plates are in a course of revision.
Speakers, Dr. Codman, Messrs. Frelinghuyscn, MacAuley, Ilale gives them coffee and tea at morning and night, and a
plenty of nourishing food; they are peaceable, industrious, and
*nd Bishop Mcllvainc.—lb.
pleased with his regulation, and so well satisfied are his men
with working for such a cold water man, that it is said he has
SUMMARY.
the choice of workmen on the road.
Mr. Crane has practiced in the same way on the Schenec
American Temperance Society.—The anniversary of this
Society was held last evening in the Chatham-street Chapel; tady liail-road, and has now taken a contract on the Providence
*nd notwithstanding the city was visited with a severe thunder route. He brings with him the highest testimonials of his
ttorm about the hour appointed for the meeting, and two worth as a man and his zeal in the cause of temperance. We
other societies held their anniversaries at the same hour, the cannot but hope that these two examples will be imitated by
all other contractors on our Rail-roads.
chapel was crowded to overflowing.
John Tappan, Esq., of Boston, presided. The business of
die evening was introduced by the General agent, the Rev.
From Liberia.—Letters have been received at Salisbury
Br. Edwards, who read copious extracts from the annual re- from several of the emigrants who last fall left that place for
P°rt. Although he occupied more than one hour (perhaps Liberia. They express themselves highly pleased with the
t*a-thirds too long a time for the reading of any annual re- colony, its soil, productions, &c. Several numbers of the Li
!wt) yet the audience listened with great attention. Wc beria Herald have been received at this office, where they may
^ed from it, that during the past year 250,000 copies of be seen by any person who may wish to peruse them. Me
“tracts from previous reports had been circulated, and that intend to make some extracts from them for our next impres
additional agents had been actively engaged during the sion.— Village Herald, Princess Ann co. Md.

303
Assistant Secretary.—The Board of Managers of the ColoCc
nization Society have appointed Philip R. Fendall, Esq. of
\\ ashington City, Assistant Secretary, who, from his well
known character and abilities, may be expected to render im
portant aid to the cause.—African Repository.
The Liberia Herald of February IL lias been received at
this office. Among several interesting articles of intelligence,
it contains a marine list, from which it appears that since the
publication of the paper next preceding it, there hud been
eighteen arrivals of vessels at the port of Monrovia, and seven
teen departures from it. These numbers are considerably in
advance even of those noticed in the last Repository, and in.
j dicate an increased activity in the Colony, that is in many re' spects striking, and in all encouraging. As a sample of the
commercial progress of the Colony, we subjoin the following
advertisement.—
“ The fast sailing coppered and copper fastened schooner
Rebecca, 'Roberts master, will sail alternately from this port,
for Windward and Leeward, and will take freight on moderate
terms, for which, or passage, apply to
“Monrovia, Feb. 11, 1833.
Dailey & Russxvurm.”
The Herald contains an extract from Mr. Harvey’s address
on the 1st of December 1832, the anniversary of that victory
of the colonists over the natives, which is so remarkable an
event in the annals Af Liberia.—lb.

Life Assurances.—For the information of those who may
wish to provide for their families at a very small rate, and
who have not the means of rendering them any adequate as
sistance at their death, by will or inheritance, the following
case (which occurred in this city within a few mouths past*
*
and which is but partially known) is now made public.
A merchant well advanced in life, and who for more than
40 years had been successful in business, became unfortunate.
His family was large, and, so far as his means extended, must
necessarily have been left destitute in the event of his speedy
dissolution, which, however, was not, at that time, even proba
ble. He, notwithstanding, it seems, was fully sensible of the
uncertain tenor of Life, and caused his to be ensured in the
latter part of" November, at the Baltimore Life Insurance Com
pany, in the sum of $10,(XX). He died in the middle of Feb
ruary ensuing, within eleven weeks from the date of the Poli
cy, and his widow has received the whole sum without any
trouble or expense, and before the period provided for the pay
ment thereof had expired. This provident act has rendered
his family not only comfortable, but, with prudence, inde
pendent; and they have abundant cause to bless the day when
a resolution so happy in its consequeuces wits formed and act
ed ou.
IggrEditors, generally, may render an important service to
their patrons, by causing this communication to be inserted in
their journals.—Rail. Am.
From the Hagerstown Torchlight of May 10.— The Canal
and Railroad Companies having effected an adjustment of their
differences, all obstacles to their further progress are removed:
we may consequently anticipate the extension of the Railroad
from the Point of Rocks to the West in the shortest praeticai ble time. On its reaching Ilarpei’s Ferry, it will he accessible
to the produce from the rich valley of Virginia, which will
seek a market in Baltimore. The effect of this, in conn xion
with the benefits which must result from the contemplated
railroad to Washington, on the general prosperity of Balti
more, must be great nnd lasting.

The Georgia gold mine and land lottery is now -hawing and
the whole state is frantic with the excitement. Alfred Alison
of Green county, quite a poor man, who has nevertheless borne
bis poverty with a cheerful heart, has drawn a lot valued nt
$100,000. He may bear his sudden wealth with a cheerful
heart also; but the laws of mind will not allow the fie lie that
he will.—N. V. TFee/iZy Mess.
FOREIGN.

Late from Europe.—By the ship Charlemagne, Captain
Pierce, we have received Paris papers to the evening of April
5th and Havre to the evening of the 6th.—N. Y. Mess.
The most important item of intelligence is the refusal of
the Pacha of Egypt to make peace with Turkey, on the terms
proposed by the French Ambassador at Constantinople.
In the house of Commons, April 2, a clause was introduced
into the Mutiny Bill, then under discussion, abolishing flog--ring in the army, except for open mutiny, thieving and drunk
enness on guard. The vote was 151 to 140; majority 1!—
The announcement of the numbers was attended with loud
cheering.
. .
*
The subscriptions ill Paris in behalf of the Ex-Minister
Lafitte, amounted, so far, to about 300,000 francs.
Joaquim Mosqucra, late a resident in New-York, and for
merly President of New Grenada in South America, has been
elected Vice President of the same republic. In such keep
ing the institutions of liberty would ever be safe and prosper
ous. Weekly Mess.

Portugal__ The accounts received a few days since from
Portugal, via Boston, of a skirmish between the armies of
Don Miguel and Don Pedro, in winch the latter gained some
advantages, are confirmed.
. , c
.
“The latest news from Oporto state that Admiral Sartorius,
with the fleet, continued at the Bayonne Islands trialt oil the
part of l.imself and crew he bad demanded £20,000 from
Don Pedro; and, in the event of non-compliance by the first
instant, had threatened to proceed with all the ships to Guern
sey. Sir John D. Doyle and Capt. Grosbic, whom the ad
miral arrested, had been allowed to proceed again to Oporto,
Sartorius retaining their swords. .
The affairs of both armies are in a wretched state.
The information from Spain and Turkey is not later than
has been previously published—Nat. Id.
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POETRY.
CHILDHOOD.
BY K. HOWITT.

We come to being from the night,
As cometh forth the morning light;
The world is beautiful and new,
The earth is filled with flowers and dew;
Birds loudly sing on wing and spray,
And we more merrily than they.
We gather strength, we run, we leap,
Find joy in every thing—and sleep,
With mirth and beauty hand in hand,
We take possession of the land:
Life then is surely not a breath— .
What then lias life to do with death?

A mother’s love, her smiles, her tears,
Are with us in those blessed years;
z
The seeds of fond affection sown
In youth; that strong in age are grown;
Love, that in part her love repays,
Her solace in declining days;
Warmth, light in age’s wintry gloom,
Fair stars, sweet blossoms to the tomb.
Then knowledge comes with manhood’s noon,
With care and sorrow—all too soon.
The springs of mystery are unsealed,
Whate’er was hiddden, is revealed;
A comfiion vision is the spring;
The rainbow is a common thing;
The morning and the sunset skies
Are gazed on with familiar eyes;
The reign of wild delight is o’er,
And the bright earth is heaven no more!

LITHUANIAN CHANT.
’Tis morning—IIo!—O’er wilds and woods
Shine out, thou gladness-bringing sun: —
Leap, leap for joy, ye sparkling floods,
Breathe, warbling groves, your orison,
’Tis Morn!
’Tis noonday!—Ho!—Sweet incense fling,
Rose ! from thy censor’s treasuries;
Skim o’er the pool, ye light of wing,
Ope, daisied meads, your thousand eyes,
’Tis Noon!

’Tis evening!—IIo!—Turn, meek-eyed herds,
Turn, gathering flocks, unto your fold;
Home to your nests, ye wandering birds,
The West pours down its molten gold,
’Tis Eve.

_________ MISCELLANY.___________
For the Gambier Observer.
FIXED STABS.---- NO. I.
Mr. Editor,—Should the following papers please you, you
are at liberty to publish them. They were written, as you
will see, for another occasion.
Immeasurably wide and extended as is the solar system, it
is but a perfect point in relation to the whole universe of God.
This earth appears its a little thing when compared with all
the rest of the solar system, and the whole solar system as
nothing when compared with the systems of the fixed stars,—
to the consideration of which our attention is now directed.
“ Let us imagine ourselves,” says the Cambridge Physics,
“on an elevation in an open country where the view is unin
terrupted on every side. Upon the setting of the sun the wes
tern sky is faintly illuminated. This light fades away by de
grees—the darkness increases—.night comes on and the sky
seems a vast dome studded with a multitude of brilliant points.
These are the stars which the too strong light of the sun has
prevented us from perceiving during the day. The disposi
tion of these stars seems to be immutable. It is essentially
the same now that it was in periods the most remote (some
slight changes, however, have taken place.) “The different
clusters are such in their configurations as the ancients described
them when they grouped them together under the name of
“ constellations" (or companies of stars) and to assist the memo
ry associated them with the figures of men, animals, &c.” It
is with this splendid company that we have at present to do,
and such a variety of thoughts crowd at once upon the mind
on being thus introduced to all the Hosts of Heaven, that it
i» difficult to select those to be noticed first which would Ire
first suggested to the thoughtful observer of this mighty maze.”
Their distance—their number—their magnitude—their ob
ject—seem to present themselves simultaneously for our con
templation. It will he necessary, however, to follow some or
der. We have already followed Newton in his course,
“------while on this dim spot where mortals toil
“ Clouded in dust from motion’s simple laws
“ He traced the secret hand of Providence,
“ Wide working through this universal frame
“— All intellectual eye our solar round
“ First gazing through, he, by the blended power
“ Of gravitation and projection, saw
“ The whole in silent harmony revolve.’
and now we are permitted to follow him when
“------ breaking hence be took his ardent flight
“ Through the blue infinite and every star
“Which the clear concave of a winter's night
“ Pours on the eye or astronomic tube—
“-------- 1 -------- at his approach
“ lltazed into suns the living centre each
f‘ Of an harmonious system”______

First then I will speak of the classification of the fixed stars.
This is done by two methods—by magnitude and by constel
lations. •
Stars of tile largest apparent size are called stars of tlieybst
magnitude, those next in lustre of the second magnitude, and
the next the third, and so on eacii class containing many more
than the preceding, till the 6th magnitude which arc the
smallest stars that can be seen with the naked eyes, all others
are collectively called telescopic stars, from the fact that they
are visible only with a telescope. They are, however, divided
also into different classes, as the 8th, 9th, and 10th, &c. mag
nitudes. Almost all the magnitudes so run into each other,
however, that none but practical astronomers can readily point
out the class to which any specific star belongs. The other
mode of classification is by ccnstellations—There are now
about 74 constellations, fifty of which are ancient, ten formed
of what are technically called “ unformed stars” by Hevelius, and
sixteen are new. The following account of the constellations
is taken from Long’s Astronomy. “ The constellations are so
delineated as to take in the stars, especially the most remarka
ble ones, into sucli parts of the figures as are most easily dis
tinguished, thus the Bull is drawn so as to have one star in his
southern another in his northern eye, one in the tip of his
northern and another in the tip of his southern horn, &c. Be
sides the stars which form the constellations there are others
which could not he comprehended in the figures hut are con
tained in the interstices between them. These, because not
reduced into any certain figure, arc called unformed stars. Some
of these which were reckoned amongst the unformed stars by
the ancients have been from time to time made into new con
stellations by later astronomers. Thus to console the Queen
of Ptolemy Euergetes, for the loss of her hair that was stolen
out of the temple of Venus where she had dedicated it on ac
count of a victory obtained by the king her husband, Canon
an astronomer, out of some of the unformed stars near the tail
of the Lion made the constellation of Bernice's Hair. * • *
Since the discovery of South America the Portuguese and
Dutch navigators, crossing the line, and having a view of the
stars near the south pole have furnished our globes with new
constellations which were unknown to the ancients. “As
the Europeans first learned Astronomy from the Arabians
many Arabic names of the principal stars are still retained by
them, though some of them are so wretchedly mangled by
ignorant transcribers that it has cost learned men a good deal
of pains to set them right. Others they have not been able
to make any thing of at ail, hut this very thing—their being
uncouth and unintelligible may perhaps have recommended those
names to our astrologers, otherwise it seems as agreeable to
good sense to an English writer to call a star ‘the fish’s mouth’
as to call it ‘fomaliaut’ an ArahiO word of the same significa
tion. • * * It is very probable the stars especially some of
the most remarkable collections of them such as Charles’
Wain, the Pliades, Orion &c. were formed into constellations
in the early ages of the world. [Pliades and Orion, &c. are men
tioned in the book of Job, acknowledged to he the oldest hook
in the world] Some of them by their different appearances serve
to mark out the seasons of the year and upon that account
were not only taken notice of as directors when to begin plow
ing, sowing and other works of husbandry, but were also
thought to have a great influence over the temperature of the
air, and the fruitfulness of the earth, so that from their being
signs pointing out the times of the year, when heat or cold,
dryness or moisture, are usually predominant, they began to
he looked upoii as the causes of these qualities in natural bo
dies. In accommodation to this opinion the passage in Job
alluded to before, speaks thus, ‘ Canst thou hind the sweet in
fluences of Pliades, or loose the hands of Orion?’)
{ To be Continued. J

eu insicie oi tne barrel; or without having the surface of the
ground crusted, as is the case when planted in hills and sorin
kled with a watering pot—Southern Planter.
Business of its kind.—A fashionable London dress-main
professes to employ artistes (assistants) who are required to
"‘amuse themselves with work” between the hours of refresh
ment—consisting of breakfast, dinner, tea and supper.
PROSPECTUS
OF

A REPERTORY OF PRIMITIVE THEOLOGY
TO BE

’

EDITED BY REV. C. F. CRUSE, A. M.
AND

PUBLISHED BY WILLIAM STATELY, PHILADELPHIA
The religious public have long been in want of a work that
might bring the opinions and doctrines held by those who
nourished in the earliest periods of the Churgh, more immedi
ately within their reach. All who advert to the subject ac
knowledge its importance, and agree in a desire to see the
opinions of the Christian Fathers more generally circulated
than has hitherto been done; whilst, at the same time, it has
been almost as universally regretted, that there are compara
tively but few to whom these are even accessible. Almost ex
clusively confined to the libraries of the learned, in rare or
costly editions, in languages not read by many, or else in rare
and merely occasional translations, the Fathers of the Chris
tian Church lie almost unnoticed amid the accumulated litera
ture of subsequent ages, and particularly that of our own.
Even to a great part of the clergy, a work of reference on the
prominent features of primitive ecclesiastical discipline, doc
trine and usage, is evidently an important desideratum. From
a variety of causes, particularly the absorbing attention to ne
cessary parochial duty and the difficulty of procuring conven
ient editions of the Fathers, the originals are Ibr the most
part as inaccessible to the clergy as to the laity. And yet,
there is scarcely a reflecting mind in Christendom, to which
occasions do not occur where it would he a high gratification
to refer with case to the express statements of tlio.se who lived
and took the lead in the earliest ages of the Church.
To supply this want the present periodical contemplates_
I. A regular Series of select and copious Extracts in trans
lations from the Greek and Latin Fathers, in chronological
order, with such Annotations and Comments as may be neces
sary to elucidate obscure or ambiguous passages.
II. A regular Series of the Theological Opinions of the
Fathers, systematically arranged, so as io constitute, when the
series is completed, a system of Primitive Theology.
III. Dissertations, cither original, translated, or compiled,
on different periods, events and features of the Church in Ec
clesiastical History.
IV. A rch.-eology of Christianity, ortho Usages of the Church,
Origin of Festivals, Sc. &c.
V. Criticisms, Exegesis, Biblical Archaeology.
These five departments will he filled with a proportionate
quantity of matter in every number. Each number will be
issued quarterly, on the first of January, April, July and Oc
tober, and the annual series close with an Index to the whole
work. Each number will embrace 120 pages, 8vo. on good
paper and fair type, with a printed cover, at $3 00 per annum.
A number will he issued in October of the present year, 1833,
if the subscriptions justify tlie publication.
Any person obtaining five subscribers, and becoming res
ponsible for the same, shall receive the sixth copy gratis.
Address, William Stavely, Philadelphia.
May 10, 1833.
“The Churchman,” “Episcopal Watchman,” “ Gospel Mes
senger,” ( Auburn,) “ Gospel MesseDger,” (Charleston,) and
“ Gambier Observer,” will confer a special favor upon the pub
lisher by inserting the above in their respective journals.

The Ruling Passion.—The Editor of the Chenango Tele
graph, in giving an account of the execution of George Denn
ison, who suffered at Norwich, on the 19th ult., says that while
standing upon the fatal drop, and during the exhortation of the
clergyman, “the prisoner (asked in a whisper) for the tobacco
box of the Deputy Sheriff from which he coolly took a quid,
deposited it in his mouth, and returned the box.” In ten
THE OBSERVER
minutes he was launched into eternity! We witnessed a simi
lar incident in this city. On the morning of the day that TERMS.— Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
Hamilton who shot Major Birdsall, was to be executed, the
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
clergy passed two hours in solemn exercise with him. After
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
they left the cell, Hamilton gave some directions al>out his gal
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except
lows ward-robe. As the keeper was leaving to execute his
at the option of the publishers.
commission, he asked H. if he wanted any thing else. II.
Those
who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are re
replied, “ You may get mt a paper of tobacco." After a mo
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
ment’s reflection he added, “ Stop, perhaps I have enough,"—
to
the
expiration of the term of their subscription, other
and rising on his elbow, drew a part of a paper from under the
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
pillow of his pallet, and measuring, in liis mind, the quantity
of tobacco by the few hours he had to live, calmly remarked, *,* All communications relative to this paper,must be di
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
“this wiU last me. /—Albany Journal.
LIST OF AGENTS.
.Boardman .Trumbull C». 01"0'
Sfencer.—When Spencer had finished the Fairy Queen he Rev. JOHN L. BRYAN...............
. Ashtabula,
carried it to the Earl of Southampton, the great patron of the Col. HUBBARD..............................
, Medina, Medina Co.
”
Rev ALVA SANFORD,..............
poets of those days. The manuscript being sent up to the Rev. WM. PRESTON....................
, Columbus,
, Steubenville,
Earl, he read a few pages, and then ordered the servant to GEORGE BEATTY,....................
Norwalk,
J. p. BAUSMAN.................
give the writer twenty pounds. Reading further, he cried in Rev.
, Marietta,
ARIUS NYE,.................................
rapture, “ Carry the man another twenty pounds.” Proceed JOSIAH BARBER ......................
. Cleaveland,
. Windsor,
ing still he said, “Give him twenty pounds more.” But at SYLVESTER P. ALDERMAN,
. Wooster,
W. SCHUCKERS,....................
length he lost all patience, and said, “ Go turn that fellow out J.
. Dayton,
WM. H. MARSHON....................
Springfield, Clark Co.
1
of the house, for if I read on 1 shall ba ruined.”
MADDOX FISHER, P. M...........

ASA COLEMAN,.................
ROFF & YOUNG,........................
Rev. HENRY CtSWALL,........
lows:—Take an empty flour barrel, with one head out; bore Rev. R. V. ROGERS.....................
ROWLAND CLAPP....................
a hole thiough every stave near the bottom; fill the barrel full WILLIAM HUNT.i....................
of manure; dig a hole in the ground and set it in, say half WM. M. BLACKFORD................
way up; make a bed of light soil all around it, and plant the Rev. J. T. WHEAT, ...................
JAMES ENTWISLE...................
cucumber seeds outside of the barrel. In a dry time pour a CHAS. WILTBF.ROER..............
bucket of water every day into the barrel, which will ooze out GEORGE W . JEWETT,........ through the holes you have bored in the staves, and thus reach Rev. JOHN O’BRIEN,...............
C. GRISWOLD,...........................
Dr.

Cucumbers__ A new way of raising cucumbers is as fol

the roots, carrying with it the strength of the manure.

The CHARLES S. YOUNG.............

. Troy, Miami Co.
.. Cincinnati,
Portsmouth,
Circleville
,. Cuyahoga Falls,
. Urbana,
. Fredericksburgh, Va.
.Wheeling, Va.
, Alexandria, D. C.
, Washington, D. C.
, Ann Arbour, Michigan Ter.
Monroe,
Utica, New-York.

.. St. John, New-Brunswiok.

